Cardiac alternans is a dangerous rhythm disturbance of the heart, in which rapid stimulation elicits a beat-to-beat alternation in the action potential duration (APD) and calcium (Ca) transient amplitude of individual myocytes. Recently, ''subcellular alternans'', in which the Ca transients of adjacent regions within individual myocytes alternate out-of-phase, has been observed. A previous theoretical study suggested that subcellular alternans may result during static pacing from a Turing-type symmetry breaking instability, but this was only predicted in a subset of cardiac myocytes (with negative Ca to voltage (Ca-V m ) coupling) and has never been directly verified experimentally. A recent experimental study, however, showed that subcellular alternans is dynamically induced in the remaining subset of myocytes during pacing with a simple feedback control algorithm (''alternans control''). Here we show that alternans control pacing changes the effective coupling between the APD and the Ca transient (V m -Ca coupling), such that subcellular alternans is predicted to occur by a Turing instability in cells with positive Ca-V m coupling. In addition to strengthening the understanding of the proposed mechanism for subcellular alternans formation, this work (in concert with previous theoretical and experimental results) illuminates subcellular alternans as a striking example of a biological Turing instability in which the diffusing morphogens can be clearly identified.
Introduction
Cardiac alternans is a disturbance in the rhythm of the diseased heart that predisposes to the formation of potentially fatal arrhythmias and serves clinically as an indicator of likelihood of sudden cardiac death. Alternans is seen clinically on the electrocardiogram (ECG) during rapid heart rates, when consecutive T-waves on the ECG alternate in amplitude (Narayan, 2006) . This ''T-wave alternans'' is known to be a manifestation of underlying beat-to-beat alternations in the action potential durations (APDs) and peak intracellular calcium (Ca) concentrations of individual cardiac myocytes (Fig. 1A) . Although alternans has been mechanistically linked to the formation of potentially fatal reentrant arrhythmias (e.g. ventricular tachycardia/ fibrillation) (Pastore et al., 1999) , its underlying mechanism remains unclear. Treatment or prevention of alternans may serve as a useful strategy for precluding its dangerous consequences, but no clinically practical means of doing so currently exist.
Alternans at the cellular level is understood to result from the interplay of ion channels at the cell surface and the dynamics of intracellular calcium cycling that are responsible for the rise in calcium concentration seen with each beat. Uncertainty still remains, however, regarding the primary source of instability that leads the normally period-1 rhythm (in which consecutive APDs and Ca transient amplitudes do not vary) to become a period-2, alternans rhythm at fast pacing cycle lengths (Fig. 1A ). Theoretical and experimental work has identified mechanisms by which APDalternans and Ca-alternans can result independently from one another, due only to instability in sarcolemmal ion channel and intracellular Ca-cycling dynamics, respectively. Due to bidirectional coupling between the APD and the Ca transient (described below), however, alternans in the APD will cause secondary alternans in the amplitude of intracellular Ca transients, and vice versa. This has made determination of the primary source of instability a difficult experimental challenge (Jordan and Christini, 2007; . Although Ca-cycling dynamics are now generally accepted as the primary cause of alternans (so-called ''Ca-driven'' alternans), both are likely to contribute to the total instability seen (Weiss et al., 2006) .
Each Ca transient within a cardiac myocyte is the result of 1000s of nearly simultaneous, discrete subcellular Ca release events (Franzini-Armstrong and Peachey, 1981; Cheng and Lederer, 2008) , which together result in an approximately spatially synchronized change in intracellular Ca concentration. Likewise, during alternans the intracellular Ca transient normally remains spatially synchronized, with uniform alternations in Ca concentration within an individual cell. Recently, however, socalled ''subcellular alternans'' has been reported, in which the Ca transient desynchronizes spatially, and Ca-alternans occurs with opposite phase in adjacent subcellular regions of a single cell (as in Figs. 1B, C, and 4C) (Aistrup et al., 2006 Cordeiro et al., 2007; Díaz et al., 2002 Díaz et al., , 2004 Gaeta et al., 2009; Kapur et al., 2009; Karma and Gilmour, 2007; Kockskämper and Blatter, 2002; Xie and Weiss, 2009 ). This most commonly manifests as the two halves of an individual cell exhibiting beat-to-beat alternation in Ca transient amplitude, but with one half experiencing largesmall-large Ca transients while the other half experiences smalllarge-small transients.
Although this phenomenon remains poorly characterized, several studies have shown its arrhythmogenic potential as a cause of intracellular waves of Ca-release (''Ca waves''), which are known to contribute to after depolarizations and triggered activity (Kockskämper and Blatter, 2002; Díaz et al., 2004 Díaz et al., , 2002 Xie and Weiss, 2009 ). Several mechanisms have been proposed to account for the formation of subcellular alternans during rapid pacing of otherwise healthy cells, invoking either anatomical or dynamically induced (Xie and Weiss, 2009; Shiferaw and Karma, 2006) heterogeneity in subcellular Cacycling characteristics.
A recent theoretical study suggested that a purely dynamical mechanism-a Turing-type instability-can induce subcellular alternans in a structurally homogeneous cell . A canonical Turing (''diffusion-driven'') instability is a mechanism by which a concentration gradient can be established from a nearly homogenous substrate due to the interaction of only two distinct, diffusing substances (''morphogens'') (Turing, 1952) . This occurs when an autocatalytic substance (''activating morphogen'') gives rise to its own, more quickly diffusing inhibitor (''inhibitory morphogen''). A concentration gradient arises because local increases in activator concentration will grow (autocatalysis) but will also simultaneously inhibit increases in activator concentration away from this site (due to the production of the more quickly diffusing inhibitor) (Gierer and Meinhardt, 1972) . Since it was first proposed in 1952 by Turing (1952) , this well-characterized, generic mechanism of pattern-formation has been invoked many times to account for patterns seen in systems as diverse as coat patterns in mammals (Murray, 2003) and shell patterns in mollusks (Meinhardt and Gierer, 2000) , but the complexity of biological systems makes clear identification of the interacting morphogens difficult.
The previous study drew an elegant analogy between the amplitudes of Ca-alternans and APD-alternans and the concentrations of the activating and inhibitory morphogen in a canonical Turing instability . By defining the ''Ca-alternans amplitude'' (Dc) as the difference in peak calcium concentration of consecutive beats at each point along the length of a cell, subcellular alternans was able to be treated as the formation of a stable gradient in Dc along the length of the cell.
For example, if on two consecutive beats the left half of a myocyte experiences a small Ca-transient followed by a large transient concurrent with the right half having a large followed by a small transient (subcellular alternans), Dc will be positive on the left and negative on the right (as seen in Figs. 1D, 4B, and C).
Using a simplified coupled-map model, it was shown that such a gradient (subcellular alternans) will arise by a Turing-type instability given proper coupling between the AP and the Ca-transient. In particular, subcellular alternans was predicted to form by this mechanism during static (constant cycle length) pacing of only an uncommon subset of cardiac myocytes-those in which the Ca transient amplitude is negatively coupled to the APD (''negative Ca-V m coupling'', defined below). Here we show that this mathematical analysis also predicts that subcellular alternans will result in the remaining, more common subset of myocytes (those with positive Ca-V m coupling, defined below) during pacing with a simple feedback control algorithm, ''alternans control''. Indeed, we have recently shown (in both a computational model and isolated guinea pig ventricular myocytes) that alternans control pacing robustly induces subcellular alternans in such cells (Gaeta et al., 2009) . The mathematical and computational modeling work herein defines the theoretical basis for the subcellular alternans seen in those experiments, and identifies an intriguing experimental utility for alternans control pacing in the future study of alternans mechanisms.
Theory

Sarcomere model
To explore the effects of coupling between APD and intracellular calcium transients, Shiferaw and Karma (2006) 2-dimensional coupled map of a sarcomere in which
where A n is the APD and C n the peak Ca concentration for beat n ( Fig. 2A ) . Note that this type of map has been used before to explore the dynamics of entire cells (in which the cell was considered homogeneous) , but here is taken to represent the dynamics on the level of individual sarcomeres.
As detailed below, in this simplified model, the APD of a given beat is a function of both the preceding APD (due, implicitly, to APD restitution; see below) and the concurrent Ca-transient (due to the effects of Ca-sensitive membrane currents (''Ca-V m coupling''). Similarly, the magnitude of each beat's Ca transient is a function of the preceding APD (''V m -Ca coupling'') and the preceding Ca transient (due to, for instance, depletion of sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca stores; Shiferaw et al., 2003) . These dependencies are reflected in the Jacobian matrix (J) of this model,
which describes the behavior of this model close to its period-1 fixed point (A * , C * ).
The previous study used this sarcomere model to derive a spatially extended (reaction-diffusion) model of an entire myocyte , in which a 1-dimensional cable of such sarcomeres are coupled by voltage and Ca diffusion. As described below, they showed the sign of the elements of J (describing the coupling characteristics of each individual sarcomere) to have important effects on the stability of the whole-cell model, including the formation of subcellular alternans.
APD restitution
In the above sarcomere model, the dependence of each APD on that of the preceding beat (@A n =@A nÀ1 ) implicitly models the effect of so-called ''APD restitution'', which dictates that a shortened diastolic interval (d n ) will be followed by a shortened subsequent APD (A n + 1 ), and vice versa. With static pacing, during which T¼A n + d n (where T is a constant cycle length), prolonging a given APD will shorten the following diastolic interval, thereby causing a shortened subsequent APD. This was included in the previous study by the assumption that @A n =@A nÀ1 o 0, but here, we will explicitly include the effect of the diastolic interval by expanding this definition to
where @A n =@d nÀ1 describes APD restitution and is assumed to be positive (reflecting a monotonic APD restitution curve). Note that during static pacing @d n =@A n ¼ À1, and the above quantity remains negative (as was assumed in the previous study). These intrinsic V m Àdynamics can lose stability (@A n =@A nÀ1 o À1) when APD restitution is sufficiently steep (@A n =@d nÀ1 41), thereby resulting in APD-alternans.
Voltage to calcium coupling
Likewise, the dependence of each beat's peak Ca concentration on the preceding APD (@C n =@A nÀ1 ; ''V m -Ca coupling'') implicitly models the effect of so-called ''graded release'', which dictates that a shorter diastolic interval (d n ) will give rise to a smaller subsequent Ca transient (C n + 1 ), and vice versa. In the previous study , this was included by the assumption that @C n =@A nÀ1 o 0, which states that a prolongation of the preceding APD (A n À 1 ) will cause a decrease in the subsequent calcium transient (C n ), and vice versa. This relationship is denoted ''positive V m -Ca coupling'' and is a consistent experimental observation (Fig. 2B) . Note that given positive V m -Ca coupling, alternans in the APD will cause in-phase secondary Ca-alternans.
To explicitly model the effects of the diastolic interval on this coupling, here we will expand this definition to
where @C n =@d nÀ1 reflects graded release and is assumed to be positive. Note that during static pacing (when @d n =@A n ¼ À1, as above), Eq. (4) predicts positive V m -Ca coupling (@C n =@A nÀ1 o 0), as was assumed in the previous study.
Calcium to voltage coupling
Similarly, changes in intracellular Ca concentration can be positively or negatively coupled to V m (and thereby APD) through the opposing effects of the sodium-calcium exchanger (NCX) and Ca-induced inactivation of L-type Ca channels (Fig. 2C) .
So-called ''positive Ca-V m coupling'' occurs when the depolarizing effect of NCX Ca extrusion is stronger than the hyperpolarizing effect of Ca-induced inactivation of L-type Ca channels. In this case, an increase in intracellular Ca concentration has a net depolarizing effect on the membrane voltage, and therefore prolongs the concurrent APD (@A n =@C n 40). In a cell with positive Ca-V m coupling, Ca-alternans will cause in-phase secondary APD-alternans
In the 2-dimensional coupled map model of a sarcomere, the APD of beat n (A n ) is a function of the preceding APD (A n À 1 ) as well as the peak concentration of the concurrent Ca transient (C n ). Likewise, the peak Ca concentration of beat n (C n ) is a function of both the preceding APD (A n À 1 ) and the peak Ca concentration of the preceding beat (C n À 1 ). (B) During static pacing, Vm-Ca coupling is assumed to be positive due to graded release (as shown). An increase in the preceding APD leads to a decrease in the subsequent Ca transient (due to a shortening of the diastolic interval), and vice versa. (C) Ca-Vm coupling can be either positive (left) or (negative), dependent on species, cell type, and temperature.
(electromechanically (EM) concordant alternans; Shiferaw et al., 2005) . Alternatively, if the effect of Ca-induced inactivation of L-type Ca channels outweighs that of the NCX, changes in intracellular Ca concentration will be negatively coupled to V m . In this case, an increase in intracellular Ca concentration has a net hyperpolarizing effect on the membrane voltage, and will therefore shorten the concurrent APD (@A n =@C n o 0), and Ca-alternans will cause out-of-phase secondary APD-alternans (EM discordant alternans; Shiferaw et al., 2005) .
Both EM discordant and, more commonly, EM concordant alternans have been seen experimentally as a species, cell type, and (in some cases) temperature dependent characteristic (Rubenstein and Lipsius, 1995; Euler, 1999) .
Conditions for a turing-type instability
The previous study modeled the spatiotemporal dynamics of APD-alternans and Ca-alternans by defining each as a small amplitude oscillation about the period-1 fixed point (A * , C * ), given by
where a(n) and c(n) represent the amplitudes of APD-alternans and Ca-alternans, respectively. Note that with this definition, alternans amplitudes of opposite sign indicate alternans of opposite phase. As detailed in Shiferaw and Karma (2006) , this simple model of alternans amplitudes in an individual sarcomere was used to derive a continuous reaction-diffusion model describing the evolution of small amplitude alternans (near the alternans bifurcation) in an entire myocyte, modeled as a 1-dimensional cable of identical sarcomeres coupled by diffusion of voltage and Ca between adjacent points in the cell. The derived amplitude equations were @a @t
where c ¼ ð1=LÞ R L 0 cðx,tÞ dx, and Ca-alternans amplitude spreads to adjacent sarcomeres with an effective diffusion constant D. Note that APD-alternans (a) does not have a diffusion term, due to an approximation of instantaneous voltage diffusion. Importantly, the constant coefficients in this reaction-diffusion system can be expressed in terms of the elements of the Jacobian of the original 2D map (Eq. (2)), allowing the conditions for stability at the whole-cell level (derived from Eq. (7)) to be expressed as requirements on the behavior of the individual sarcomeres (below).
In this model, subcellular alternans manifests as the formation of a gradient in Ca-alternans amplitude (c) along the length of the cell, in which Ca-alternans occurs with opposite phase (c's of opposite sign) in different regions of the same cell. Linear stability analysis of Eq. (7) showed that such a gradient can form by a Turing-type pattern forming instability if three conditions are met by the coupling between the APD and the Ca transient at the level of the individual sarcomere . These are (1) J 22 o À1 (i.e. Ca-cycling dynamics must be unstable), (2) J 22 oJ 11 (i.e. Ca-cycling dynamics must be more unstable (more negative) than V m (APD) dynamics) and (3) J 12 J 21 o 0. Whereas the first two conditions describe so-called ''Ca-driven'' alternans (in which APD-alternans is secondary to Ca-alternans), which is thought to be the case for most cardiac myocytes (Weiss et al., 2006) , the third condition places requirements on the specific coupling between the APD and the Ca transient that were shown to only be satisfied in cells with either I. Positive V m -Ca coupling and negative Ca-V m coupling, or II. Negative V m -Ca coupling and positive Ca-V m coupling, as shown below. Because positive V m -Ca coupling is normally assumed during static pacing (due to graded release, as described above), the previous analysis predicted subcellular alternans only in cells with negative Ca-V m coupling (type I above; Shiferaw and Karma, 2006) . Although negative V m -Ca coupling is theoretically possible (Weiss et al., 2006) , to the best of our knowledge it has never been reported experimentally.
Here we show that during pacing with a simple feedbackcontrol algorithm (''alternans control''), V m -Ca coupling can be effectively negative. Subcellular alternans is therefore predicted to occur by the same Turing-type instability in the previously excluded subset of cardiac myocytes (those with positive Ca-V m coupling; type II, above) during alternans control pacing.
Alternans control
Alternans control is a well studied feedback-control pacing algorithm intended to exploit the dependence of APD on the preceding diastolic interval (APD restitution) to eliminate alternans (Christini et al., 2006; Hall and Christini, 2001; Hall and Gauthier, 2002) . During alternans control pacing, the cycle length is recalculated following each action potential by the algorithm
where T n is the pacing cycle length of beat n, T * is the target pacing cycle length, g is the control gain (assumed to be positive), and A n is the APD of beat n (as above). To analyze the effects of alternans control pacing on the 2D model above, here we model the effect of alternans control as changes in the coupling of each APD (A n ) to the subsequent diastolic interval (d n ). The validity of this approach is evaluated in the Limitations section. Because T n ¼A n +d n , Eq. (8) is equivalent to
Unlike during static pacing, in which @d n =@A n ¼ À1 (as above), Eq. (9) shows that during alternans control pacing the change in diastolic interval for a given change in APD is
Note that alternans control without gain (g ¼0) is equivalent to static pacing. Alternans control pacing will thus affect both the instability of intrinsic APD dynamics (Eq. (3)) as well as V m -Ca coupling (Eq. (4)). During alternans control pacing these relationships become
and
respectively. Noting that @A n =@d nÀ1 40 (APD restitution), Eq. (11) shows that alternans control pacing (with positive gain) stabilizes intrinsic APD-dynamics, as has been previously reported (Hall and Christini, 2001) . Likewise, assuming graded release coupling (@C n =@d nÀ1 4 0), Eq. (12) shows that during alternans control pacing, V m -Ca coupling is effectively negative (@C n =@A nÀ1 4 0) for all g 4 1 (Fig. 3) . To the best of our knowledge, this change in effective V m -Ca coupling has not been previously reported.
Unlike V m -Ca coupling, Ca-V m coupling (@A n =@C n ) occurs during the concurrent beat, and is therefore unaffected by the changes in diastolic interval during alternans control. Likewise, the feedback of calcium onto itself (@C n =@C nÀ1 ), is assumed to be mediated by diastolic interval independent mechanisms (e.g. depletion of SR calcium stored, and RyR refractoriness); intrinsic Ca-cycling instability is therefore unaffected by alternans control pacing in this analysis.
Alternans control pacing is predicted to induce subcellular alternans in myocytes with positive Ca-V m coupling and Ca-driven alternans
Because the incorporation of these effects of alternans control pacing changes only the value of the dependencies described above, and not the structure of the model itself (or the reactiondiffusion system derived from it), the same three conditions for subcellular alternans formation found by the previous analysis are predicted to apply during alternans control pacing. By analyzing each of these conditions in turn, we find that they are indeed satisfied in myocytes with positive Ca-V m coupling (and Ca-driven alternans), as follows.
The first condition, J 22 o À1, corresponds physically to the condition that intrinsic Ca-cycling dynamics must be unstable. By Eq. (2), this condition is
As described above, this dependence reflects the feedback of calcium onto itself through non-diastolic interval dependent mechanisms; this condition is therefore unaffected by alternans control pacing in this analysis. The second condition, J 22 oJ 11 dictates that the degree of Ca-cycling instability (J 22 ) must be greater (more negative) than the degree of V m Àinstability (J 11 ). In other words, alternans must be primarily Ca-driven. From Eq. (2), this condition is
By Eqs. (11) and (12), during alternans control pacing this becomes
Assuming @A n =@d nÀ1 40 (monotonic APD restitution) and @C n =@d nÀ1 40 (graded release), in a cell with positive Ca-V m coupling (@A n =@C n 4 0) the bracketed quantity is always positive.
In such a cell, the effect of alternans control pacing (g 4 0) is therefore to diminish APD-instability (make the right-hand side of Eq. (15) less negative). Importantly, if this condition is satisfied during static pacing (g ¼0), it will also be satisfied during alternans control pacing. Finally, the third condition (J 12 J 21 o0) places requirements on the bidirectional coupling between the APD and the Ca transients. By Eq. (2), this condition is
When @C n =@C nÀ1 oÀ1 (condition 1), this condition simplifies to
Noting that @A n =@C n represents Ca-V m coupling and @C n =@A nÀ1 represents V m -Ca coupling, this condition places requirements on the bidirectional coupling between membrane voltage (APD) and intracellular calcium. As described in Shiferaw and Karma (2006) , this condition is satisfied in cells with either negative Ca-V m coupling and positive V m -Ca coupling (@A n =@C n o 0, @C n =@A nÀ1 o 0; type I, above) or with positive Ca-V m coupling and negative V m -Ca coupling (@A n =@C n 4 0, @C n =@A nÀ1 4 0; type II, above).
We have found that during alternans control pacing (with sufficiently high gain), V m -Ca coupling becomes effectively negative (Eq. (12)), thereby satisfying this condition in cells with positive Ca-V m coupling (type II, above). Our analysis therefore predicts that subcellular alternans will be dynamically induced by the previously proposed Turing-type instability during alternans control pacing (with sufficiently high gain) in cells with positive Ca-V m coupling and Ca-driven alternans.
Computational model
To test these predictions in a more realistic cell model, we implemented the detailed ionic model of Shiferaw and Karma (2006) (also used in Aistrup et al., 2009; Gaeta et al., 2009) , in which a single myocyte is represented as a 1-dimensional chain of individual sarcomeres, each with its own Ca-cycling dynamics and Ca concentrations. In this model, membrane voltage is determined by the average states of all sarcomeres and is thus synchronized over the entire cell at all times. Sarcomeres are coupled to one another by compartment-specific Ca-diffusion and through bidirectional coupling with membrane voltage. For a detailed description of model formulation, see Shiferaw and Karma (2006) .
Well characterized parameter adjustments to this model control both the sign of Ca-V m coupling as well as the degree of V m Àdriven and Ca-cycling instability (Shiferaw et al., 2003; Jordan and Christini, 2007) . In particular, we tuned the model to exhibit positive Ca-V m coupling by adjusting the sensitivity of L-type Ca channels to Ca-induced inactivation (g ¼ 0:7). Additionally, the degree of V m and Ca-driven instability were controlled by adjusting the time constant of recovery from inactivation of the L-type Ca channels (t f ) and the load dependence of SR Ca release (u), respectively. Three different sets of parameters were used, corresponding to cell models in which alternans is primarily V m Àdriven (t f ¼ 60 ms and u ¼ 5 s À1 ), Ca-driven (t f ¼ 50 ms and u ¼ 13 s À1 ), or driven by both V m and Ca-cycling instability (''mixed-instability''; t f ¼ 40 ms and u ¼ 11 s Fig. 3 . During alternans control, if the gain is sufficiently high (g 41 in this model), Vm-Ca coupling is effectively negative, meaning an increase in the APD leads to an increase in the peak concentration of the subsequent calcium transient (@Cn=@A nÀ1 4 0), and vice versa. This is contrary to static pacing, in which Vm-Ca coupling is assumed to be positive (as in Fig. 2B ).
Results
Subcellular alternans is induced in the positively coupled model during alternans control pacing
Using this model, we first assessed the effect of alternans control pacing on the stability of the period-1, spatially homogeneous state over a range of pacing cycle lengths. For each pacing cycle length, the spatially homogeneous, period-1 state was reached by static pacing while averaging all state variables at the beginning of each cycle with their values from the start of the preceding cycle. The state variables at the end of 300 beats were recorded and used as initial conditions in subsequent simulations. For each pacing cycle length (T * ), alternans control pacing was applied (according to Eq. (8)) with gains from 0.0 to 2.0, beginning from the spatially homogeneous period-1 state. Note that g¼0.0 corresponds to static pacing. Gaussian white noise (s ¼ 0:1% of steady-state values) was added to all Ca concentrations at the time step before each stimulus. This protocol was repeated for the V m Àdriven, Ca-driven, and mixed instability cell model at pacing cycle lengths of 200-400 ms.
An example of these simulations is seen in Fig. 4 , in which the evolution of APD-alternans amplitude (DA) and Ca-alternans amplitude (Dc) for each sarcomere is shown during static pacing (g ¼ 0:0; Fig. 4A ) at 350 ms and alternans control pacing with a target cycle length of 350 ms (g ¼1.5; Fig. 4B and C). The amplitudes of Ca-alternans and APD-alternans are quantified in these simulations by Dcðk,nÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ
DAðnÞ ¼ ðÀ1Þ
where C k n is the peak Ca concentration of sarcomere k and A n is the APD of beat n. along the length of the cell (Fig. 4A) . In contrast, during alternans control pacing a marked gradient in Ca-alternans amplitude (subcellular alternans) develops along the length of the cell, in which the two halves of the cell alternate out of phase (Dc of opposite sign; Fig. 4B and C) .
As predicted by the above analysis, subcellular alternans was never induced during static pacing (g¼0.0) for any of the three models and was not induced in the V m Àdriven instability model even during alternans control pacing (not shown). In both the Ca-driven (Fig. 4 ) and mixed instability model, for all pacing cycle lengths at which alternans was seen during static pacing, alternans control with gain above a low threshold induced subcellular alternans (g¼0.2-0.4 for the mixed instability model, Fig. 5 ). The full results of this protocol for the mixed instability model are seen in Fig. 5 . Notably, in the mixed instability model, at very fast cycle lengths (T Ã o230 ms) alternans control successfully eliminates both APD and Ca-alternans (in every sarcomere) without inducing subcellular alternans (discussed below).
Subcellular alternans is only induced when Ca-cycling dynamics are the primary source of instability
The above theoretical analysis predicts that alternans control pacing will induce subcellular alternans only if Ca-cycling dynamics are more unstable than the APD, consistent with our finding that subcellular alternans was not induced in the V m Àdriven instability cell model. We further hypothesized that the absence of subcellular alternans during alternans control pacing of the mixed instability model at very fast pacing cycle lengths (T * o230 ms for g ¼0.4, 0.6; Fig. 5 ) could be accounted for if there was a cycle length-dependent transition in the primary source of alternans instability (from Ca-driven at slower cycle lengths to V m Àdriven at these fast cycle lengths).
Indeed, a previous computational study (Jordan and Christini (2007) ) showed that the relative contributions of V m Àdriven and Ca-driven instability to the total cellular instability seen during alternans vary at different cycle lengths and likely in different cell types. We implemented the protocol of this previous study (first introduced in Li and Otani, 2003) to find the cycle length dependent contributions of V m Àdriven and Ca-cycling instability to the total instability of the mixed-instability cell model, and therefore determine if such a change in stability could account for the rate-dependent subcellular alternans seen in Fig. 5 .
Briefly, a finite difference method was used to approximate a mapping matrix (M), relating the state variables at the beginning of each cycle to their values at the beginning of the next. Starting from steady-state (at the spatially homogeneous, period-1 fixed point), each column of M is calculated by perturbing a single state variable a small distance away from its period-1 value (relative perturbation amplitude of 10
) and measuring the resulting perturbation to all state variables (relative to their steady-state values) precisely one cycle length later. Each of these resulting perturbations is then divided by the size of the initial perturbation to yield the corresponding column of M. This process is repeated for each state variable to define all columns of M. The largest negative eigenvalue of this matrix (l, referred to as the ''alternans eigenvalue'' in Li and Otani, 2003 ) is a measure of the stability of this fixed point, with jlj o1 indicating stable dynamics and jlj4 1 indicating unstable dynamics. Note that loÀ1 indicates unstable, alternating dynamics.
As in Jordan and Christini (2007) , implementing this protocol during static pacing yields a measure (l paced ) of the total cellular instability, including contributions from both membrane voltage and Ca-cycling dynamics. By repeating this protocol during a socalled ''action potential (AP) clamp'', in which the membrane voltage is forced to repeatedly follow the recorded morphology of the model's period-1 AP, the instability measured (l AP Clamp ) reflects the instability of the Ca-cycling dynamics alone. Likewise, during a so-called ''Ca clamp'', in which intracellular Ca concentrations are forced to repeatedly follow the recorded morphology of the model's period-1 Ca transient (clearly not possible experimentally), the instability measured by this protocol (l Ca Clamp ) is that instability due to membrane voltage dynamics only. Fig. 6 shows the results for each of these three protocols over a range of cycle lengths in the mixed instability model with positive Ca-V m coupling, allowing inspection of the cycle length dependent contributions of V m and Ca-cycling dynamics to the total instability. As in the non-spatially extended version of this model used in Jordan and Christini (2007) (referred to as the ''SSK'' model in this previous study), the total instability of the cell is seen to become unstable (l paced oÀ1, indicating alternans will 200  210  220  230  240  250  260  270  280  290  300  310  320  330  340  350  360  370  380  390  400 --
block (unstable) subcellular alternans gain (g) No alternans (at any scale) was seen at cycle lengths greater than 330 ms. ''Homogeneous period-1'' and ''homogeneous period-2'' simulations are defined as those simulations in which the Ca transients of all sarcomeres were spatially homogeneous at the end of the simulation (disregarding the random noise added before each stimulus), with every sarcomere's Ca transients occurring at approximately a period-1 or period-2 rhythm, respectively. See Fig. 4A for an example of a homogeneous period-2 simulation. Simulations labeled as ''Subcellular alternans'' were those in which smooth gradients of Ca-alternans amplitude were seen at the end of the simulation, with Ca-alternans of opposite phase seen in different subcellular regions (see Fig. 4B and C, for example). ''Block'' indicates those simulations in which at any point during the 300 beats at least one stimulus was not captured (no AP elicited). See text for a full description of the simulation protocol. T (ms) Fig. 6 . Using the technique of Jordan and Christini (2007) and Li and Otani (2003) , the instability due to membrane voltage dynamics (l Ca Clamp ,W), Ca-cycling dynamics (l AP Clamp ,3) and the total instability (l paced ,Â) were found for the cycle lengths shown, with jlj o 1 indicating stable dynamics and jlj 41 indicating unstable dynamics. See text for detailed description of protocol.
occur) at cycle lengths less than 330 ms. At cycle lengths greater than 230 ms, jl AP Clamp j 4jl Ca Clamp j, indicating that Ca-cycling dynamics are more unstable than membrane voltage dynamics (alternans is Ca-driven) at these cycle lengths. At shorter cycle lengths, however, V m Àdriven instability becomes greater than Cacycling instability (jl Ca Clamp j 4 jl AP Clamp j; V m Àdriven alternans), corresponding to those cycle lengths in Fig. 5 in which alternans control pacing successfully eliminates alternans without inducing subcellular alternans (T Ã o 230 ms for g ¼0.4, 0.6). This supports our hypothesis that the rate-dependent presence or absence of subcellular alternans seen during alternans control pacing in this model was due to a rate-dependent transition in the primary source of instability.
The computed stability spectrum is consistent with analytical predictions
To further compare our results with analytical predictions, we compared the numerically computed stability spectrum for the ionic cell model during alternans control pacing with that (found previously) for the simplified reaction-diffusion model (Eq. (7)). Note once again that alternans control pacing does not change the structure of either the 2D sarcomere model or these derived amplitude equations, and thus the same stability spectrum is predicted during alternans control pacing.
Linear stability analysis of the derived amplitude equations (Eq. (7)) in Shiferaw and Karma (2006) found the stability of this model in the presence of sinusoidal perturbations in Ca-alternans amplitude (with wavelength 2p=q) to be
where d and D are the coefficients of the whole cell reaction diffusion model, as above (Eq. (7)). As detailed in Shiferaw and
À1Þ=2T and D is dependent on the diffusion constant of intracellular Ca, the pacing period, and J 22 .
To compare the stability of the ionic model with this prediction, we measured the growth rate of Ca-alternans during alternans control pacing, following the addition of small sinusoidal perturbations to the Ca concentrations (and therefore Ca-alternans magnitudes) of each sarcomere in a 400 sarcomere model cell (as in Shiferaw and Karma, 2006) . By calculating this growth rate for a range of perturbation wavelengths and with a range of alternans control gains, we were able to compute the stability spectrum for this model, seen in Fig. 7 . These simulations were performed in the Ca-driven alternans model with positive Ca-V m coupling.
For each simulation, a model cell was initialized to its period-1 homogeneous conditions (as above) and small amplitude (approximately 1% of steady-state Ca concentrations) sinusoidal perturbations were added to intracellular calcium concentrations with a wavelength of l ¼ 2p=q, where q ¼ kp=L (for cell length L and k¼{1,2,3,y30}). On the same beat as these sinusoidal perturbations were added, alternans control pacing (using Eq. (8)) was initiated. For each perturbation wavelength, alternans control gains of 0.0-2.0 were tested at a target pacing cycle length of T * ¼350 ms.
The growth rate of these perturbations was calculated (as in Shiferaw and Karma, 2006) as the slope of the linear-log plot of the root mean square of the average Ca-alternans magnitude (defined as CðnÞ ¼ ½1=N P
Pattern formation is predicted to occur when the growth rate of the homogeneous state (Oð0Þ) is less than the growth rate of the fastest growing sinusoidal perturbation (which by Eq. (20) will be lim OðqÞ q-0 ¼ d). Note that the definition of OðqÞ does not contain any diastolic interval-dependent terms, and is therefore predicted to be unchanged during alternans control pacing. As such, alternans control is predicted to induce pattern formation by stabilization of the homogeneous state to below the stability of the system when diffusion is present.
The calculated stability spectrum seen in Fig. 7 is consistent with the predictions of the above analysis. Varying the gain of control has little effect on the growth rate of sinusoidal perturbations in Ca-alternans (OðqÞ) but strongly influences the stability of the spatially homogeneous state (Oð0Þ). This is due to the spatially uniform APD (secondary to an assumption of instantaneous voltage diffusion), which dictates that the effects of intracellular Ca transients on the APD (Ca-V m coupling) are averaged over all sarcomeres. In the presence of the added sinusoidal perturbations in Ca-transients, therefore, the APD-prolonging and APD-shortening effects of the perturbed Ca-transients are balanced, and the APD remains at period-1 (as would be expected in a real cell). During a period-1 APD, alternans control pacing (Eq. (8)) does not perturb the cycle length, and thus does not have an effect on the stability of the cell model. APD-alternans is seen, however, in the presence of spatially homogeneous perturbations in Ca-transients (Lq=p ¼ 0), causing alternans control pacing to perturb the pacing cycle length of the cell model and decrease its instability (Oð0Þ). During static pacing (g ¼0), pattern formation is not predicted by this dispersion relationship (Oð0Þ 4 limOðqÞ q-0 ) and indeed subcellular alternans is not seen. Furthermore, the gain at which Oð0ÞolimOðqÞ q-0 (between g¼0.0 and 0.5), corresponds to the gain at which subcellular alternans was induced in these simulations as well as in the simulations above (in which alternans control pacing was tested in the presence of random noise).
Discussion
Subcellular alternans, in which Ca-alternans occurs with opposite phase in adjacent regions within an individual myocyte, has been frequently reported in the recent literature, in both isolated myocytes (Kockskämper and Blatter, 2002; Díaz et al., 2004 Díaz et al., , 2002 Cordeiro et al., 2007; Karma and Gilmour, 2007; Gaeta et al., 2009 ) as well as within individual myocytes of the intact heart (Aistrup et al., 2006 Kapur et al., 2009; Xie and Weiss, 2009 ), but it remains poorly characterized. Although this phenomenon has been most often reported in isolated myocytes following the application of drugs that increase subcellular heterogeneity (Díaz et al., 2002 (Díaz et al., , 2004 Kockskämper and Blatter, 2002) , subcellular alternans has also been reported in otherwise healthy cells during rapid, static pacing (Kockskämper and Blatter, 2002; Cordeiro et al., 2007) . Whereas the former studies are likely to be most relevant to the particular disease states that they model, we believe the latter, pacing-induced subcellular alternans represents previously uncharacterized physiologic myocyte dynamics that are likely to play a role in any context. Subcellular alternans can be understood as the formation of a pattern in subcellular Ca transients from an initially (approximately) spatially homogeneous state. A fundamental question when studying any such pattern formation is whether the patterns reflect the presence of preexisting heterogeneities of the substrate in question (as proposed in Aistrup et al., 2009) , dynamically induced heterogeneity (as proposed in Xie and Weiss, 2009; Shiferaw and Karma, 2006) , or a combination of the two. We recently showed that subcellular alternans is robustly induced during alternans control pacing of isolated guinea pig ventricular myocytes, suggesting that it can indeed be induced by a dynamical mechanism (Gaeta et al., 2009 ). Here we show analytically that this observation can be accounted for by a previously proposed dynamical mechanism, in which proper bidirectional coupling between the APD and the Ca transient induces subcellular alternans formation by a Turing-type, pattern forming instability .
The proposed mechanism essentially states that for a pattern to form, local activation must be coupled to long-range inhibition (Meinhardt and Gierer, 2000) . In the previously proposed analogy, Ca-alternans fulfills the role of the local, autocatalytic activator and APD-alternans the role of the more quickly diffusing inhibitor (as described in Shiferaw and Karma, 2006) . To form subcellular alternans, a local increase in Ca-alternans must produce APD-alternans that will inhibit Ca-alternans at distant subcellular locations. Such dynamics are possible only if the secondary APD-alternans generated by the local Ca-alternans are either (A) out-of-phase with the original Ca-alternans or (B) in-phase with the local Ca-alternans, but induce out-of-phase Ca-alternans at other subcellular sites. Whereas the former mechanism requires negative Ca-V m coupling (to switch the phase of secondary APDalternans) and positive V m -Ca coupling (so that the phase is not switched back when the APD-alternans generates secondary Caalternans), the latter mechanism corresponds to our proposed mechanism, in which Ca-V m coupling is positive but V m -Ca coupling is negative.
Because graded release ensures positive V m -Ca coupling during static pacing, subcellular alternans was previously predicted to occur during static pacing only in those cells with negative Ca-V m coupling (and Ca-driven alternans) . For subcellular alternans to be formed by this mechanism in myocytes with positive Ca-V m coupling, however, V m -Ca coupling must be negative, which has never been experimentally reported. Here we have shown that during alternans control pacing, with gain above a low threshold (g 4 1 in the coupled map model), V m -Ca coupling is effectively negative, thereby predicting that alternans control pacing will induce subcellular alternans in cardiac myocytes with positive Ca-V m coupling (and Ca-driven alternans). We believe that this dynamical mechanism accounts for our previous observation of subcellular alternans during alternans control pacing of isolated guinea pig ventricular myocytes (Gaeta et al., 2009) . Additionally, as detailed in Gaeta et al. (2009) , this same mechanism may also contribute to subcellular alternans seen during static pacing of intact tissue, in which conduction velocity restitution can lead to alternans control-like effects on the cycle lengths of cells distant from the pacing site.
Note that although we believe this work strongly supports the proposed Turing-type instability as a possible mechanism of subcellular alternans, it does not rule out a possible contribution by other proposed anatomical and dynamical sources of heterogeneity. It is likely that a rich interplay of both dynamical and anatomical factors contribute to this phenomenon in vivo.
The above theoretical analysis additionally predicts that subcellular alternans can only occur if Ca-cycling dynamics are more unstable than the APD. Intuitively, if this were not the case, the spatially uniform APD-alternans would simply drive in-phase Ca-alternans everywhere in the cell (through V m -Ca coupling; Shiferaw and Karma, 2006) . This prediction is supported by our finding in the ionic cell model that alternans control pacing never induced subcellular alternans in either the V m Àdriven instability model or in the mixed-instability model at cycle lengths at which V m Àdriven instability is greater than Ca-driven instability (T * o 230 ms; Fig. 5 ). This raises the intriguing possibility that alternans control pacing can be used as an experimental tool to determine if/when Ca-cycling dynamics are indeed the primary source of instability (as is normally assumed). Systematic application of alternans control pacing over a range of pacing cycle lengths can be used to test for the primary source of instability and to determine if this is a rate and/or cell-type dependent property in real cells as in the cell model studied here. We further speculate that perhaps such a rate dependent transition in the primary source of instability could contribute to previous reports of subcellular alternans in which spatially concordant Ca-alternans at slower cycle lengths transitioned to subcellular alternans with rapid pacing (Aistrup et al., 2006 Cordeiro et al., 2007; Kapur et al., 2009 ).
Finally, as described in Shiferaw and Karma (2006) , we note that the proposed mechanism for subcellular alternans provides a rare example of a Turing instability in a biological system in which the diffusing morphogens are readily identified. We hope that in addition to its utility in the study of subcellular alternans itself, the analytical and experimental approach identified here (in concert with Shiferaw and Karma, 2006; Gaeta et al., 2009) will instigate future studies of biological pattern formation in this relatively simple model system.
Limitations
It is notable that the coupled map model analysis predicts that a control gain g 41 is necessary for V m -Ca coupling to become negative and thus subcellular alternans to occur, whereas in the ionic model and our experiments (Gaeta et al., 2009 ) such a transition occurs at a much lower gain threshold (g ¼0.2-0.4 in the model). Below, we argue that the exaggerated threshold may arise from the fact that our analysis dealt only with changes to the diastolic interval; the discrepancy can be accounted for by also including the separate effect of the cycle length on recovery of Ca-cycling dynamics.
If V m -Ca coupling is mediated by changes to the diastolic interval (as is assumed in the above analysis), for negative V m -Ca coupling the gain of alternans control must be large enough to perturb the diastolic interval beyond its period-1 duration. Given, for example, an increase in APD, if g¼ 1, alternans control extends the diastolic interval by precisely the amount that would be lost by such an increase in APD during static pacing and the Ca transient would be unchanged. Likewise, g o 1 would cause a smaller than period-1 diastolic interval and subsequent Ca transient and therefore positive V m -Ca coupling is preserved (@C n =@A nÀ1 o 0). Only with g 41 will an increase in the APD extend the diastolic interval beyond its period-1 duration and a larger than period-1 subsequent Ca transient result (negative V m -Ca coupling (@C n =@A nÀ1 40)).
The analytical and computational results can be reconciled if several differences between the coupled map and the ionic model are considered. First, the cycle length is not explicitly included in the simple 2-dimensional map. Rather, we have only included the effects of alternans control on diastolic interval, not the effect on cycle length that is clearly present in a real paced cell (and the ionic model; as seen in Fig. 3 ). Although diastolic intervaldependent processes (such as graded release and APD restitution) can be accounted for with this approximation, SR Ca reuptake (among other Ca-cycling dynamics) is independent of membrane voltage and is better approximated as a cycle length dependent process (as in Shiferaw et al., 2003; Mahajan et al., 2008) . Because the size of each Ca transient is steeply dependent on the SR Ca content (Bassani et al., 1995; Díaz et al., 2004) , the cycle length changes during alternans control will have important effects on Ca-cycling dynamics that are not included in the above analysis. Prolonging the preceding cycle length, for example, will allow greater time for SR Ca-reuptake and therefore increased SR Ca-content at the time of the next release. Because of the strong dependence of the magnitude of each Ca transient on the SR Cacontent (Díaz et al., 2004; Bassani et al., 1995) , this will lead to a larger Ca transient (and therefore @C n =@T nÀ1 4 0).
This dependence can be included in the 2-dimensional map by expanding the dependence of each Ca transient on the preceding APD to include both a diastolic interval dependence (graded release) and a cycle-length dependence (SR Ca reuptake). Including this relationship lowers the gain threshold above which negative V m -Ca coupling (and thus subcellular alternans) is predicted to occur, as follows.
With this cycle length dependence of the Ca transient, V m -Ca coupling is defined (from Eq. (4)) as
noting that @d n =@A n ¼ gÀ1 and @T n =@A n ¼ g during alternans control (from Eq. (8)), this becomes
with this added cycle length dependence, V m -Ca coupling therefore becomes negative (@C n =@A nÀ1 4 0) when
Noting that @C n =@T nÀ1 40 and @C n =@d nÀ1 4 0 (as described above), we see that g 4 1 is a sufficient, but not necessary condition. The gain threshold for negative V m -Ca coupling will be lowered as the steepness of the cycle length dependence of Ca-release increases. Physiologically, this dependence will be influenced by both the load dependence of SR Ca-release and the efficiency of SR Ca reuptake. For example, the steeper the load dependence of SR Ca-release (increasing @C n =@T nÀ1 ), the lower will be the alternans control gain threshold for negative V m -Ca coupling. Incorporating this cycle length dependence in Ca-cycling dynamics therefore lowers the alternans control gain threshold above which subcellular alternans is predicted, and brings the analytical predictions closer to those seen in the ionic model and experimental studies (Gaeta et al., 2009 ).
